Muscular Dystrophy
as a source of Strength

New Zealand yogi Claire Szabo-Cassella tells her story

I am not a doctor. I am not a guru.
I am an American Kiwi yogini who,
thanks to karma, being in the right
culture at the right time, or just plain
ol’ luck, has the unique opportunity
to study the healing benefits of yoga
on muscular dystrophy first-hand. I
have lived with the condition since
adolescence. Thirty years later, a
passionate yoga practice, combined
with the use of both eastern and
western medicine, strengthens both
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my body and my resolve to stay
physically mobile for as long as I can.
More importantly, yoga teaches me a
spiritual way of looking at whatever
may lie ahead – including the
possibility of a walker, wheelchair, or
full-time living assistance. Muscular
dystrophy is a genetic disease; results
of which can cause dis-ease in the
body. Whereas I accept that I can’t
change my genetic make-up in this
lifetime, I can influence the dis-ease.

It's a transformational journey filled
with the lessons and blessings true
of any dis-ease and how our yoga
practice makes all the difference.
What is muscular dystrophy (MD)
First things first: It has not been
uncommon in my experience for
people, even for many advanced
yoga teachers, to confuse muscular
dystrophy (MD) with multiple
sclerosis (MS), perhaps because the
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acronyms are so close or because
the presentation is similar and
mutliple sclerosis (MS) is more
widely known. There are nine
main types of muscular dystrophy
(MD), characterized by a dramatic
range of progressive skeletal muscle
weaknesses. Multiple sclerosis
(MS) is an inflammatory disease of
the nervous system that may also
affect locomotion, among other
bodily systems, and is also generally
progressive in nature.
Although yoga was not recommended
to me by any Western neurologist, it
has been highly effective proactive
care – for body and soul. I have
practiced various forms of yoga while
living with MD, including heated
asana (posture) modalities, for over
twenty years. Those living with MS
certainly benefit from yoga too, just
not hot yogas, as heat aggravates
the condition.
Inquiring minds often ask me,
“Does MD hurt?”

Physically, no. The limbs just feel like
they’re going to sleep. However, the
effects of some muscles atrophying
can cause compensating muscles to
strain. Headaches, joint pain, fatigue,
weight issues and depression are
not uncommon.
According to Western medicine,
there are no known cures for either
disease. Eastern healing methods,
including yoga, however, offer
different thoughts on the matter,
some of which we’ll get to in just
a bit.
A bumpy road
The tell tale signs that something was
unusual with my physical abilities
started when high school teachers
prodded me to sit up straight.
“I am,” I replied confusedly.
In gym class, sit-ups and pull-ups felt
like they would take an act of God
for me to do just one. Dance teachers
politely suggested to my mother that
I – ummm – try other things. I could
be clumsy and started to fall down
more frequently, sometimes with
spectacular results: a black eye from
ice-skating, a broken collarbone
doing backbends in the yard…kid
stuff, or so it was thought.
By university days, my shoulders
rounded forward. My muffin-top
belly protruded to the point that,
despite exercise or diet, innocent
folks asked me when my baby was due.
Not surprisingly, a negative spiral of
mild eating disorders and obsession
to exercise ensued. Similar patterns
of preoccupation with body image
were happening in their own ways
with my two similarly shaped younger
sisters. We compared and laughed
about our bellies, our “pots”, or,
as I have recently picked up in
Maori, our “pukus”. Privately for
me however, it was a constant battle
of self-worth; rid myself of the bulge
rather than accept my pronounced
curve. (I must fast-forward at this
juncture. My belly, my husband

says, is one of the physical attributes
that immediately attracted him to
me. What an ironic and complete
waste of time that culture-identified
misperception turned out to be).
Although the same witless crusade
plays itself out on many a yoga mat
daily, MD or not, little did my sisters
and I know what we were dealing
with at a genetic level. We were all
soon to find out.
In 1986, my youngest sister’s
muscle biopsy medically verified
Fascoscapulhumoral (FSHD) MD,
the third most common form of
the disease. Winging shoulder
blades, weakening leg, arm and
facial muscles, and the permanently
pregnant look fell squarely into
the diagnosis to varying degrees.
Although this particular form of
MD is not usually life threatening,
in time, choices regarding mobility
would likely be needed. Basically,
it was anybody’s guess on how and
when the disease would further
manifest. (It still is). Our diagnosis
was a rare moment when I saw my
father cry. And fearing our fears, the
inner stories spun, albeit differently,
for all of us. My path was soon to
include a whopping dose of yoga.
Again, call it karma, being in the
right culture at the right time,
or what you will, the time of our
diagnosis is also when yoga began
to outpace aerobics classes in
mainstream culture. Like millions
of other folks, it quickly became
my “exercise” of choice. Progress
was both fast and slow. My physical
strength and stability improved
rather immediately. I fell down
less. I even hiked mountains in the
USA, Australia and New Zealand,
sometimes making it to the top. My
weight normalized, effortlessly. Yoga
became “my dance”, and my heart
relished the synchronized group
movements. I couldn’t get enough of
it. My inner wisdom quietly instructed
me, “Keep it up. Yoga is the key.”
Unlocking one of yoga’s most
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valuable treasures – appreciation for
the fact that I was more than just
my body, or what I could now do
with it – took quite a while longer
though. Awareness of the role of my
mind was still needed in making my
movements conscious of a greater
purpose for my practice – connecting
and surrendering to the Divine in all
things, including myself.
By my 30s I was a fervent Bikram
yoga student. The practice
strengthened my body and sharpened
my discipline in a profound way
by magnetizing my still very bodyidentified attention. A handful of
Bikram teachers cared to know more
about MD and how the practice
helped. But most did not. Bikram
and a couple of his teachers asked
me to leave or move to the back of
their classrooms because I couldn’t
do the entire practice like every one
else. (I kid you not). And yet, I kept
at it for seven years. All along Bikram
was right about one primary yogic
teaching: “Don’t let me (meaning
him or anyone or anything else I
presume), take your peace away.”
The message hadn’t sunk in yet.
Even though I had a passionate
practice, I held onto the disparaging
thought that I could never be a yoga
teacher. No way, not with MD. Like
a record player hitting a scratched
groove, I played the same selflimiting line over and over. My mind
was disabled.
I shifted to less extreme forms of
hot yoga, yin yoga and some power
vinyasa. These practices added
important variations, life-affirming
philosophies and greater insights
into anatomy, including the human
energy systems. My life positively
transformed. My yogic perspective
widened. Looking like everyone else
was no longer the aim of my practice;
being me was. I also began to
understand what was possible in my
life: namely, anything I put my mind
to – okay, maybe not flying! – but
certainly becoming a yoga teacher
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with, or without, MD. At age 38,
I trained and taught my first class.
Three years later, my belly-adoring
husband and I opened the first of
three yoga studios in New Zealand
where we eventually led yoga teacher
trainings for nearly a decade. MD
was never the issue.
Various takes on disease
It is a mystery how much anything
will affect us, for how long and
to what end. Or is it? Einstein
proved what the ancient wisdom
sages knew long ago: Everything is
energy. Energy cannot be created or
destroyed; it can only be transformed
from one form to another. This
reasoning allows for the possibility
that even our dis-eased bodies
can be eased back to health by its
natural design to heal itself. Thanks
to my yoga practice, teaching and
lifestyle, I now weave Western cures
with Eastern healing methods and
metaphysics to see any dis-ease,
including muscular dystrophy, more
holistically. The relative truths both
East and West offer on MD, and on
disease in general, vary widely but
aren’t widely known – much to my
amazement. Let’s compare:
Advances in Western medicine are
being made with muscular dystrophy,
yet doctors still have little insight
into what triggers the associated gene
mutations. What is (slowly) changing
is the advice they give patients.
Terri Bidwell, an Auckland-based
orthopaedic surgeon who specializes
in musculoskeletal health, says,
“As doctors, we now tell patients
with MD to keep moving as much
as possible. That wasn’t the case in
the 1980’s.” Corrective surgeries,
mobility aids and drugs to alleviate
pain are sometimes prescribed.
The prognosis offers resources for
external support, but to this day,
there are no known scientific studies
of the effects of yoga as a source of
that support.
By contrast, Eastern approaches
to healing, such as yoga, ayurveda,

Yoga’s take on the
cyclical nature of our
physical, emotional
and spiritual patterns
of pain and suffering
(samskaras) offers
invaluable clues to
unlocking the door of
our complete wellness.
and Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) view the cells that make
up our tissues, organs and skin as
energy. Any disease, including MD,
is therefore an energetic imbalance
that is best addressed from the inside
out, slowly and naturally. These
healing methods understand the
patterns of nature, and recognize the
body is its own ecosystem. They use
appropriate diet, herbs, acupuncture,
cupping and/or massage based
on the varying patterns for each
person’s constitution. While
the disease processes may not be
fully reversed, they can often be
slowed, with symptoms reducing in
severity. I cannot overemphasise the
tremendous benefits I have received
by utilizing these treatments. They
strengthen my inner wellbeing
which better fuels the energy for my
structural needs, including my asana
practice. And, in comparison with
others I have encountered with the
same condition, I am far more mobile.
Yogic philosophy includes specific
lessons on disease in the second book
of the Yoga Sutras (Sadhana Pada).
Disease (roga) has three ways of
being produced: self-inflicted disease
(adhyatmika); genetic disease or due
to fate (adhidaivika); and disease due
to the disturbance or imbalance in the
elements of the body (adhibhautika).
Yoga’s take on the cyclical nature of
our physical, emotional and spiritual
patterns of pain and suffering
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I’m adapting to new
ways of practicing yoga
and consciously living
with joy for all that I can
do, rather than despair
for what I can no longer
do without strain or
assistance.
(samskaras) offers invaluable clues to
unlocking the door of our complete
wellness. For such healing, yoga
emphasises the combined benefits
of breathing exercises (pranayama),
conscious movement (asana) and
spiritual study (svadhyaya). These
yogic practices can be done in a
wheelchair, hospital bed or on the
mat. The Yoga Sutras tell us there
is every reason to practice, practice,
practice.
Disease can also be viewed from a
metaphysical perspective. Medical
intuitives, energy workers and
spiritual mentors encourage us to see
muscular dystrophy, or any disease,
as an opportunity for self-enquiry.
Is there a symbolic story at a higher
level of consciousness that underpins
our disease? By taking the time to be
with this question an empowering
healing process activates within
us. We scan our hearts and minds
for unresolved issues or related
life events with a similar emotional
punch. Accepting our insights as our
own cherry-picked life lesson, we
can then – here’s the best part! – let
the dis-ease go. This choice, to love
and learn from what is, lightens our
darkest days. It leads to forgiveness
and true healing, that of our spirit.
This is brave and conscious work.
And although this self-reflective
process doesn’t guarantee remission
or reversal, it does offer something we
often practice yoga for in the first place:
a soulful peace. Our consciousness
stretches its parameters to include
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any experience as an acceptable
expression of life and self-growth.
The practice never ends
I’m on the brink of 50 now. Quite
unexpectedly, significant changes
manifesting as MD have resurfaced.
As the changes unfold, yoga reminds
me to watch my thoughts: to see the
opportunities for growth rather than
limitations. And although there is no
“scientific” basis as of yet, I firmly
believe yogic practices continue to
strengthen me physically, emotionally
and spiritually, while slowing the
progression of my dis-ease. I’m
adapting to new ways of practicing
yoga and consciously living with joy
for all that I can do, rather than
despair for what I can no longer do
without strain or assistance. I don’t
blame anything, anyone or myself. It
is what it is at the level of energetic
belief, nothing more.
Empowered by this knowledge,
I’m more capable of managing the
mind's powerful role in handling
the added time and energy it
takes to do what I once took for
granted, such as walking, taking
off a pullover or moving through
a Sun Salutation. Ironically, the
slower pace and interdependence are
exactly the meditative opportunities
in appreciating the beauty of the
present moment that, even with years
of practice, evaded my faster-paced
self. The necessity for mindfulness
has quadrupled. Spontaneous
offers of small assistances from
complete strangers sometimes wows,
offends or frightens me depending
on whether or not I’m practicing
yoga consciously in my heart. By
remembering I’m so much more
than just my physical body, I am
instantly re-connected to my Inner
Light, gratitude and, on a really good
day, even a sense of humour about it all.
Meanwhile, my middle sister has
become a children’s neurologist; my
youngest sister walks with a cane
and a ready smile of acceptance for
life, one that may likely include a

wheelchair soon; my dad invests in
studies that are unlocking the genetic
formation of MD; and my playful
husband considers it a bonus to help
me undress when needed. (Lucky guy).
And me? I finally have the time
to write what I’ve come to believe
is true of yoga while living with
MD: yoga teaches us we are not
our bodies. We are not even our
experiences. But we require our
bodies for consciousness (chitta) to
have a vehicle to move our minds
and inspire our actions towards
more loving connections, including
that connection to ourselves first
and foremost.
From the lows of thinking I’m
battling a bodily condition, to the
highs of seeing through that very
illusion, freedom from suffering is
the inherent promise yoga lives up
to whether I, or any of us, plan for
needing it or not. It teaches us to
intelligently and compassionately
rethink even our worst human
nightmare – and it gives us the tools
to do so. Through the journey’s
ups and downs, yoga is always
ready and waiting to transform
our hopelessness and stubborn
resistances into powerful gifts of
courage, perseverance and grace
that truly heal. For these transitory
states need not be self-imposed
prisons. They are just as easily the
rays of light illuminating the path
of our highest spiritual potential.
Onwards, gracefully.

Claire Szabo-Cassella is the
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Role Model in Wellington business
circles. hotyoganz@icloud.com

